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INTRODUCTION 

  
 

The annual observation of the UN International Nelson Mandela Day is an important 

opportunity to recall the contribution and lessons of the former South African leader, for his 

commitment to principles of peace and forgiveness. It also has a practical side to it as, under 

what are known as the Mandela Rules, prison services around the world can benchmark their 

own performance against international standards.  

 

This is the fifth year that Seychelles Prison Service (SPS) has observed the occasion through 

an event designed to highlight one aspect or another of the ways in which inmates are treated 

in the nation’s prison. The University of Seychelles has welcomed the chance to be involved 

and to share the aspiration of the SPS to achieve improvements for inmates and society at 

large. 

 

The recent event, held on Friday 22 July at UniSey’s Anse Royale campus was in all respects 

innovative. Although a small number of inmates have participated in previous events, this 

time their ideas and involvement were centre stage.  

 

Around the theme of health, both mental and physical, two focus groups spent the morning 

discussing conditions at the Montagne Posée Prison and making a number of 

recommendations. Each group comprised five inmates and an independent facilitator, 

without the presence of prison staff. After a lunch together, the afternoon session saw the 

presence of the Minister of Internal Affairs, Mr Errol Fonseka, and staff from both the SPS 

and UniSey, with presentations which featured feedback from the two focus groups. The 

event concluded with the presentation of a book by one of the inmates on his personal 

experience, and a song which he presented with his son. 

 

This report is a summary of the day’s activities together with a short conclusion to capture 

some of the lessons learnt. 

 

Diana Benoit  

July 2022 



 

WELCOME AND THANKS FROM THE MINISTER OF INTERNAL 

AFFAIRS, ERROL FONSEKA  

 
 

Excellency’s, distinguished guests, commissioner of prisons, staff of the prison service, 

inmates who participated in this morning’s workshop, all protocols observed, ladies and 

gentlemen. 

 

It is a privilege for me to be here this day for the prison service’s fifth observation of Nelson 

Mandela Day, and participating in what has become an important annual event for us in 

Seychelles as well, and observed globally every 18th of July. 

 

Due to the Covid 19 pandemic, last year a virtual session was held involving the prison 

services of Mauritius, Tanzania, Israel and of course the Seychelles.  Today I am thankful 

that we can observe this year’s event together and in person. 

 

Commissioner St. Ange has brought to my attention at our numerous briefing meetings, the 

concerns of the prison service, that more and more they are managing inmates who are, with 

social behavioral issues, or exhibiting psychological concerns, and other health 

complications. 

 

I am aware, that as a result, the prison service working with other sectors such as the Health 

Department and other NGO’s is developing a roadmap to address the health and wellbeing 

of inmates in general.  I thank Commissioner St-Ange for his spirited efforts in the ‘duty of 

care’ given to the inmates. 

 

A key area of concern adding stress to the overall psyche of an inmate would be HIV/Aids 

and hepatitis.  The roadmap which was presented in May 2021 and adopted in May 2022 

with the launch of an integrated committee, using a multi-sectorial approach begins to better 

focus the work, and help identify what needs to be improved upon. 

 

It is pleasing and reassuring to note that the Prison Service, supported by key partners in 

health, mental services, drug addiction, advocacy groups, including families of inmates either 



 

incarcerated or released back into society, will focus on the mental and physical health of the 

inmate.  We thank the University of Seychelles for coming on board and facilitating and 

assisting us further in this endeavor. 

 

At this time, I will make mention of the ‘Respe Nou Vwazinaz’ approach launched some 24 

months ago, involving different sectors to engage with communities to address the ‘respect’ 

of self, community, villages and districts, and advance a sense of responsibility and 

ownership, as we all work to address the lack of ‘normality of life at home’, directly linked to 

criminal activity.  Again, often because of drugs and addiction, low self- esteem and 

dysfunctional families.  The issues are complex and does manifest themselves within a prison 

setting, as prisons are often a reflection of society itself. 

 

We know that a survey conducted in 2015 /2016 showed that the rate of recidivism showed 

that 36% of inmates returned to prison for same offenses. 

 

Monitoring the situation today, the prison authority is noting increasing numbers of former 

convicts now returning to prison.  40% of those returning did not participate in any 

rehabilitation efforts during their incarceration, compared to 29% of those who did 

participate.  More work and analysis certainly needs to be conducted.  Law and Order and 

Crime Prevention necessitates identifying potential areas of improvement within the complete 

cycle of Law Enforcement. 

 

In conclusion, The Nelson Mandela Rules on the humane treatment of prisoners in our 

custody, remains a key area of work for the prison service, as it continues to ensure 

compliance to this internationally recognized standard.  Health, treatment, and care of 

inmates, one rule within one hundred and 22 rules that needs to be carefully and 

systematically observed and applied.  Doing so enables an inmate to regain a footing, for 

himself and also his or her family.  I know that the Seychelles Prison Service, under the 

command of Commissioner St-Ange, with determination and dedication and with staff who 

serve with integrity, will continue to move forward and I anticipate such improvements 

towards the sixth Observation of Nelson Mandela Day in 2023. 

 

I wish to once again thank, Commissioner St-Ange for spearheading this event, along with 

members of his staff; Angela Ernesta, Donald Zialor, Inspector Julitha Agathine, Vicky Rose, 

Chlory Rose, Erine Estrale, Angelique Tirant, Noella Lajoie, SI Flore, Sergeant Figaro, LCP 

Samedi, LCP Lepathy, LCP Rosemary, Khrisna Poudel, Ritu Magar, Dalil Nwenos and CI 

Sam Dodin. 

 

I also extend a special thank you to Professor Hardy and Ms. Diana Benoit of the University 

of Seychelles, James R. Mancham Peace and Diplomacy Research Institute (PDRI) for 

assisting and facilitating the Prison Service Department with this initiative over the years. 

Thank you for your continued efforts and goodwill. 

 

 

 

 



 

ADDRESS BY THE COMMISSIONER OF PRISONS, RAYMOND ST ANGE 

 
Minister, invited special guests, staff, inmates, all protocols always observed! 

 

Welcome to the Seychelles Prison Service’s fifth observation of Nelson Mandela Day, and, 

as we know, officially observed internationally every 18th of July. Owing to our busy 

schedules, we opted to hold the event today, Friday, as we approach what will be, hopefully, 

a relaxing weekend on the islands with nothing to report on the news front! 

 

Will this event, however, and what we are about to share, give us pause to think over this 

coming weekend? Will our eyes be just a little more open as we drive by certain areas of 

Mahe?   

 

Trauma – because of an injury, savage trespass against home or body, resulting in a long-term 

neurosis – is something experienced today amongst families, our communities, our places of 

worship, our young men and women. Those who serve in a Law Enforcement profession, 

and who witness firsthand the ordeal and suffering as a result of drug abuse, violence and 

other acts, are best placed to more sharply focus our approach and resources to address this. 

‘Mental and Physical Health as a Bridge to Peace’ is certainly something to work towards 

and, as you have seen, is our theme for this year’s observation of Nelson Mandela Day.   

 

Before continuing, I need to say a big thank you to the University of Seychelles and the team 

at the James R. Mancham Peace & Diplomacy Research Institute. Following our first event 

back in 2018, we had a series of meetings on how UniSey and the Prison Service could 

collaborate. Since 2019, we have been working together, in that year with a joint event at the 

STC conference room. In 2020, our third event was in this very auditorium during the heady 

days of Covid 19, and with the theme ‘Crime and Punishment: Have we got the balance right?’ 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, today our theme has as a focus, HEALTH! Quoting our press 

communique of 8 July 2022:  

 



 

There is certainly a link between addiction to drugs, alienation from family and community, 

aggressive behavior and criminal activity leading to mistrust and lack of ‘peace’ within communities 

and, as a result of an unhealthy lifestyle, a direct effect on health (both physical and mental).  

 

Further:  

 

Not because the Nelson Mandela Rules for the humane treatment of prisoners has as a rule the 

management of health of inmates but rather because it is the duty and our obligation to do so that we 

are stepping up our efforts with the assistance of key stakeholders. With the Ministry of Health as a 

key source of support, we launched on May 20, 2022 an integrated committee on HIV/Aids and 

viral hepatitis as we implement our roadmap that was jointly worked on. 

 

Not to Resort to Violence. This is what is written on a warrant of commitment when 

someone is being admitted to prison. Of late, I have been seeing quite a few of these warrants. 

And when those who are charged not to resort to violence are now with us – a different 

community of gates, fences, barbed wire, towers with armed guards – I often wonder what it 

is that is going through their minds. 

 

Medical attention to be given. (Or) To be placed on the rehabilitation program. 

Methadone.  This as well is what is happening more frequently with a court directing us to 

do so. I often wonder what it was this person was doing when he or she had all the liberty in 

the world, walking about freely, that now the state had to intervene, taking their liberty away 

for a duration of time and sending them to us because they certainly broke the rules of civil 

society. 

• “Mental and Physical Health as a Bridge to Peace.”  Noting the above and as we 
discussed what it was we would be aiming for this year, it was without hesitation, health.  
In fact, it was in 2019, two years into my tenure as we battled the drug culture and all the 

social ills that it brought and continued to bring within a prison environment, that we 
started the work to improve the process to address and better target health care, which as 

well included mental health. In addition, here I would like to thank the Mental Health 
Tribunal for their discussions with us and their visit to SPS Montagne Posée earlier this 

year.  

We continue to witness for ourselves the effects that drugs, and here I am referring to the 
hardcore drugs. Heroin, (dip and dab, chasing the dragon, give wings, daytime and evening: 

this is used to specify getting high and coming out of it) tar, dope, brown sugar, also known 
as diacetylmorphine and diamorphine among other names, is an opioid used as a recreational 
drug for its euphoric effects. In Seychelles, we hear how some manual workers will get an 

advance so that they can buy their drug to give them that energy to finish the work!  Imagine 
that. 

Medical grade diamorphine is used as a pure hydrochloride salt. Various white and brown 
powders, sold illegally around the world as heroin, have variable ‘cuts’. Black tar heroin is a 
variable admixture of morphine derivatives – predominantly 6-MAM (6-

monoacetylmorphine), which is the result of crude acetylation during clandestine production 
of street heroin.   



 

Many of our ‘hot spots’ have this ‘street heroin’ where the open air clinics operate. That is 
where clients go to be injected for their kick. 

Why am I labouring this?  Simply because it has, without a doubt, and like it or not, become 
‘normal’, that is, areas to go and buy drugs, families getting some revenue as a result of drugs 
or some form of benefit, other families losing loved ones as a result, ‘Bosses’ being convicted 

but however being seen by some inmates as wonderful people. 

Effects and how used. 

Heroin is most commonly injected intravenously, although it may also be snorted. The full 
effects of one dose of heroin last for a few hours, but the immediate euphoria and rush last 

only a few minutes. Once the high wears off, the person may begin ‘nodding’ or falling in and 

out of unconsciousness. Other short-term effects from heroin include: 

 
• Respiratory depression 

• Flushing of the skin 
• Heavy extremities 
• Dry mouth 

• Loss of appetite 
• Constipation 

• Severe itching 
• Mood swings 

 
People who struggle with heroin addiction may do so for several years. This can lead to long-
term consequences due to heroin abuse, including: 

 
• Collapsed veins 

• Tolerance and dependence 
• Blood clots due to injection site problems 

• Lung infections like pneumonia or tuberculosis 
• Stroke 
• Overdose 

• Liver and kidney damage 
• Viral infections like HIV or hepatitis form sharing needles. 

 
I mentioned HARD CORE drugs but only mentioned Heroin.  There is certainly cocaine and 

methamphetamines, which are all readily available in the Seychelles and bring havoc onto 
not only the body but as well the mind. 
 

When bodies and minds are wrecked, what happens to our communities? 

This is the question but the answer is known within families whose loved ones are enslaved 

to the world of addiction.  Equally, those who are victims of those who are addicted and who 

having to feed their ‘drive to death’ and have to rob their way to a temporary bliss even as 

their bodies and brains wilt away. 

 

Drug abuse we know is not only within the adult community but among our youth as well.  

This poison, and the reach it has, certainly adds to family woes, violence by desperate 

confused people in heart wrenching settings. 

 

https://americanaddictioncenters.org/heroin-treatment/effects
https://americanaddictioncenters.org/heroin-treatment/effects


 

The Nelson Mandela Rules provide a guide to health for inmates in our care.   

 

RULE 24 -  HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS IN PRISONS SHOULD CLOSELY 

LIAISE WITH COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE SERVICES IN ORDER TO 

FACILITATE CONTINUED TREATMENT UPON ADMISSION AND UPON 

RELEASE. 

 

RULE 25 - PRISONERS HAVE THE RIGHT TO HEALTH CARE FREE OF 

CHARGE, INCLUDING DENTAL CARE. STANDARDS OF HEALTH CARE IN 

PRISONS SHOULD BE EQUAL TO THOSE IN THE COMMUNITY. 

 

RULE 26 - MEDICAL RECORDS ARE CONFIDENTIAL, ADMINISTERED BY 

HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS AND ACCESSIBLE TO THE PATIENT. 

OTHER PARTIES SHOULD NOT HAVE ACCESS TO A PRISONER’S MEDICAL 

FILE. 

 

RULES 31, 32 - MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS ARE 

CONFIDENTIAL. PRISONERS SHOULD BE INFORMED ABOUT THEIR 

HEALTH CONDITIONS AND RECEIVE MEDICAL TREATMENT UPON THEIR 

CONSENT. 

 

As we tackle the issue, we face within a prison setting, we appreciate that the work cannot be 

done alone or within silos. For us to accomplish what needs to be accomplished and, 

appreciating that not all inmates will walk out to a new renewed life within their communities 

and families, we acknowledge that we need help from all stakeholders and entities. Further 

our budget requests for 2023 and the years following calls for additional nursing staff, an 

additional doctor, a psychologist, and a mental health nurse. Today we have one prison 

medical officer seconded from the Health Care Agency and three nurses that employed by the 

prison service.  As well, we have a single nurse assistant seconded from the Tanzanian Prison 

Service.  Every day these able and competent professionals work with us to deliver the service 

of health care. 

 

I use this time, as I conclude, to thank them for their service. As well, I extend my thanks to 

our staff who work with diligence and integrity and who appreciate that their work is not one 

of only guarding but as well one of caring, listening, guiding.  

 

A ‘thank you’ as well to families of those convicted who remain engaged with us and show 

that they are still there for their sons or daughters. 

 

Recently, we launched an integrated committee on HIV Aids and viral hepatitis.  The work 

for the launch of the committee started in earnest in 2019 and was slowed down because of 

the pandemic of Covid 19.  We can no longer be slowed down because of outside influences, 

budgets, a frame of mind which may view convicts as less then human, or other negatives 

that may influence people from time to time. 

 



 

Our work is important because it is a work which seeks to restore a citizen having been 

convicted to one-day return to the community. To return to the family. To return not for 

return sake but to contribute to positive outcomes that restore and bring about a balance of 

hope and peace, and that restores good health, the physical and the mental. That restores 

peace in our communities.  I now draw your attention to a very short video which the 

Seychelles Prison Service submitted to the UNODC a few days ago for this year’s Nelson 

Mandela Day and themed #DIGNITY UNLOCKED!  

 

Thank you 

  



 

ADDRESS BY DIRECTOR OF JAMES R. MANCHAM PEACE AND 

DIPLOMACY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, DIANA BENOIT 

 

 This is the day each year when we not only remember Nelson Mandela, but the day when 

we also look to what he did to inspire us. 

 

For several years now, the James R. Mancham Peace and Diplomacy Research Institute at the 

University of Seychelles has partnered with the Seychelles Prison Service to organize an event 

that draws on the lessons of this legendary leader. There is an obvious synergy between the 

two organizations in seeking a world where peace triumphs over war, and where conflicts can 

be resolved without resort to violence. The kind of world where someone could emerge from 

prison after twenty-seven years without bitterness. The kind of world where Mandela could 

forgive his former enemies. In his own words: 

 

Forgiveness liberates the soul. It removes fear. That is why it is such a powerful weapon. 

 

Prison, as some of you will know firsthand, takes away one’s freedom. That itself is the main 

punishment. But it is no reason to take away one’s dignity as well. A modern prison 

environment will hardly be a luxury hotel. But it can and should provide those basic amenities 

and values which one could reasonably expect in the outside world. Such as respect for one’s 

health, both mental and physical. 

 

It is in the interests of everyone – inmates and the rest of society alike – that when a sentence 

is finished and the prison gates finally open, there will at last be a chance of leading a normal 

life. And, surely, one of the best gifts that can be bestowed is to return to the outside world 

healthy in mind and body. 

 

The goal of us all is to drastically cut the rate of recidivism. And this can best be done before, 

not just after, an offender returns to society. Health is a key factor and there is good reason 

why the theme of this event is to see it in terms of ‘bridges to peace’. And this is why we are 



 

listening to those who know prison from the inside as well as those who have a professional 

responsibility to support the rule of law. 

 

So we should listen as well as speak. No one alone has all the answers but together we will 

seek a way forward.  

 

This is an innovative event, where each and every view counts. Even if, as a result, just one 

more person crosses the bridge to peace it will be worthwhile. But let us set our sights higher. 

We are looking for lasting outcomes that will make a real difference.  

 

Let us imagine what Nelson Mandela himself would have wanted. Let us take heart from his 

enduring inspiration. 

 

Thank you.   

  



 

FOCUS GROUP 1: THE VIEWS OF FOREIGN INMATES 
 

 
 

The group discussion was facilitated by Prof. Dennis Hardy, a Research Professor with the 

Peace and Diplomacy Research Institute, and inmates were from Tanzania, Mozambique, 

Brazil and South Africa. 

 

Discussion was centred around five questions that were common to both groups although 

participants were not restricted to these.  

 

1. What are the health facilities available for inmates in the prison? 
2. Is it easy to get medical treatment - for immediate as well as longer-term issues? 

3. What is your main health and safety concern as an inmate? 
4. Do you think that health issues are an important reason for conflict and violence in 

prison? 
5. How can the system be improved? 

 

Outcomes were summarized in terms of problems and recommendations. 

 

Problems  

 

• Drug treatment: a recognition that heroin addiction is kept under control with 

methadone but not resolved 

• More varied medication: seeing the doctor often results in standard pills which are not 

always very helpful 

• Monitor who is sick: records are kept but there is little sense of being treated as 

individuals  

• Diet – and inadequate breakfast (one piece of bread) and in all meals a lack of 

vegetables and fruits  

 

 

 

 



 

Recommendations 

 

• Drug treatment: everything should be done while in prison to ‘kick the habit’ so that 

inmates are less likely to return on release  

• Getting assistance from specialised doctors: a more discriminate approach so that 

individuals are correctly diagnosed with effective treatment in mind 

• Designated staff to monitor whether it is healthy for all inmates to remain in close 

contact with each other  

• Reintroducing own farms to ensure a regular supply of fresh food, especially eggs, 

homegrown vegetables and fruit 

• Forum for discussions between staff and inmates: giving the kind of opportunity that 

was possible at this event   

 

  



 

FOCUS GROUP 2: THE VIEWS OF SEYCHELLOIS INMATES 

 

 
  

The group discussion was facilitated by Mr. Jacob Terence Madeleine, a UniSey student on 

the MA in Peace and Conflict Resolution programme, and conducted in Creole. 

 

Discussion was centred around five questions that were common to both groups although 

participants were not restricted to these.  

 

1. What are the health facilities available for inmates in the prison? 

2. Is it easy to get medical treatment - for immediate as well as longer-term issues? 
3. What is your main health and safety concern as an inmate? 

4. Do you think that health issues are an important reason for conflict and violence in 
prison? 

5. How can the system be improved? 

 

Outcomes were summarized in terms of problems and recommendations.  

 

Peace in prison environment 

 

• Emotionally not stable 

• Discrimination in terms of offence 

• Disturbance (e.g., noise)  

• Classification of inmates 

 

Health facilities 

 

• Medical, rehabilitation, drug rehabilitation  

• Baby unit 

 

 

 

 



 

Health and safety concerns for inmates 

 

• Rehabilitation services should be improved 

• Lack of professionalism  

• Accessing health services during after-hours and weekend  

• Cancellation of health services (administration)  

• Lack of healthcare workers 

• Opening hours of the Clinic 

 

Causes for conflict and violence in prison 

 

Contrabands  

Lack of fire safety exercise (exit point) 

 

Recommendations  

 

• First aid training for all officers and section leaders  

• Essential health equipment 

• Improve in administration (rehabilitation unit)  

• Ex-inmate as a member of the board of pardon  

• Improved communication  

• Specialised services e.g., psychologist, gynaecologist  

• Health promotion  

• Inclusive outreach programme 

• Engagement and integration between staff  

• Knowledge in human rights and prison law 

• Balanced diet  

 

 
 



 

LAUNCHING OF A MEMOIR AND A NEW SINGLE BY AN INMATE, 

BENJAMIN RALPH SARAH 

 
 

Benjamin Ralph Sarah, an inmate at the Montagne Posée prison officially released a memoir 

and a new single on CD. The book is entitled “Prisoner” and his single is entitled Repantans. 

“Prisoner” is written mainly in English and a few parts are in Creole and French; and it depicts 

Benjamin’s life story and events that led up to his incarceration. The 38-year-old inmate 

mentioned that his main inspiration is Nelson Mandela who fought for freedom, justice and 

democracy. Benjamin is grateful to everyone who helped to successfully complete this project. 

  

Benjamin presented copies of his book and CD to the Minister for Internal Affairs, 

Commissioner of Prison, Vice-Chancellor of UniSey, Director of the Peace and Diplomacy 

Research Institute and members of his family.  

 

 
Presentation to his family 



 

 

 
Presenting to the Minister for Internal Affaires 

 

 
Presenting to the Commissioner of Prison 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Presenting with the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Seychelles 

 

 
Presenting to the Director of the Peace and Diplomacy Research Institute 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 
 

The event was a special day. It really felt as if there were ideas that must be listened to and 

which deserve a positive response. For the afternoon session, the large auditorium at UniSey’s 

Anse Royale campus was well attended and the presentations were excellent. 

 

The stars of the day were those inmates who volunteered to participate for the whole day, 

and, on behalf of everyone, the organizers wish to thank them for their willingness to do so. 

Their various ideas will now be considered by the SPS staff. 

 

Indeed, the prison staff have shown themselves willing to listen and it is clear that inmates are 

treated with respect. The leadership provided by the Commissioner, Raymond St Ange, in 

creating this culture is evident. 

 

In turn, the Peace and Diplomacy Research Institute at UniSey is keen to continue this 

productive relationship with the Prison Service. Each year, a greater understanding has 

developed and new ideas emerge. 

 

If there is one outstanding outcome, it is the value of a continuing dialogue that will involve 

all parties, just as it did at the 2022 Mandela Day event. 

 

It is recognized that what is done when an inmate is in prison is vitally important, not only to 

ensure their humane treatment but also to help create the right conditions to ensure that they 

have no need to return at a later date. Anything that can be done to reduce the rate of 

recidivism will mark a valuable step forward. Such is the agenda for future events. 

 

 
Welcome and introduction prior to the focus group discussions 

 

 

 


